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CRISES HAVE A WAY of casting light on systemic failures in our society that, although not new, were previously overlooked by those who were not directly affected. The speed with which SARS-CoV-2 has spread across the globe, leading to nearly 90 million confirmed cases of Covid-19 and 2.0 million deaths to date (Dong et al. 2020), along with devastating economic effects for millions, was largely unfathomable a year ago, even within the global health community.

Many had warned of the threat that zoonoses pose to human populations (Lederberg 1988), and recent outbreaks, including from the Zika and Ebola viruses as well as previous coronaviruses, should have served as glaring warnings. The scale of damage from Covid-19 in many countries is also perhaps not surprising, given the lack of sufficient social safety nets to protect marginalized groups. In the United States, entrenched systems of oppression and racism reinforce social and economic disparities. These include the lack of health insurance, paid leave, affordable childcare, unemployment insurance for many, and quality housing and education, which, in turn, exacerbate health outcomes among poor communities and people of color (Ngo 2020).

That is to say, in many ways this pandemic should not be a surprise, and as demographers—many with expertise in health—we should have been more prepared to respond. Some scientific disciplines have initiated swift and effective responses. Most impressively, multiple SARS-CoV-2 vaccines with high levels of efficacy have been developed in less than a year and rollout has begun. This represents a dramatic—and previously unthinkable—advance in the field of vaccine development, due in part to unprecedented collaboration. But the response from many demographers—trained in the distribution and movement of populations, a perspective that is critical to understanding disease spread—has been slow. While the Covid-19 crisis is particularly acute, it is not the only area where our discipline has been slow to respond.
The world has changed rapidly in recent decades, and this moment calls on demographers to ask how we can evolve with it.

While there will undoubtedly be discussions in the coming years about new topics of focus for demographers, we propose several opportunities to change how we do our work to improve our ability to shape social and health policies while being prepared to respond to the repercussions of the Covid-19 pandemic and future crises.

1. **Promote research transparency and improve efficiency.** During the Covid-19 pandemic, we have witnessed widespread disinformation and growing distrust for science, especially in the United States, stemming from the growing politicization of science and medical guidance. Moving forward, scientists across diverse disciplines must come together to counter this growing distrust through greater transparency. Scientists engaged in Covid-19 research have begun this process by sharing protocols for vaccine trials publicly (Doshi 2020), as well preprints of new research (Dan et al. 2020) and datasets providing information on SARS-CoV-2 and Covid-19 (Abuya et al. 2020), cultivating trust and supporting more rapid innovation in the field. Sharing our work more transparently (including data, code, and protocols) and making better use of existing data will also allow scientists to conduct critical research through a multisectoral lens and will support better collaboration across disciplines. For example, researchers who study health and poverty in urban slums can collaborate with infectious disease modelers to study contact patterns and SARS-CoV-2 transmission risks by demographic factors, including socioeconomic status (Quaife et al. 2020). Since in-person research activities have been halted or minimized in many settings due to physical distancing policies, and remote data collection comes with many methodological challenges, sharing datasets will also allow early career researchers to continue building their skills and contributions to the field.

2. **Collaborate across disciplines.** There are many perspectives that demographic research can offer to better understand the effects of the pandemic, anticipate risks to certain groups, and forecast needs and challenges as we rebuild. For example, social demography can be used to examine the broader social effects of Covid-19, such as on time use within households, and decisions about child marriage. Demographic modeling can predict the indirect impacts of Covid-19, including physical distancing and school closures, on the future, on issues such as migration, fertility, education, marriage, family composition, and income. These questions will be answered most effectively if demographers proactively foster collaborations within our field and form strategic ongoing partnerships between public health researchers, epidemiologists, economists, and others. As part of these collaborations, demographers
can link different types of data to traditional population-based surveys, such as social media, spatial, and administrative data.

3. **Invest in global collaborating research centers anchored by cohort studies.** Ongoing community-based cohort studies offer enormous value to the demographic research field but are expensive to build and maintain. In addition to supporting collaboration across disciplines, these sites should be locally led while harnessing expertise from across the globe. Such cohorts can be used as disease surveillance systems, allowing researchers to study population movements and dynamics, examine rising social movements, and anticipate growing risks. When an outbreak occurs, scientists can easily pivot to study disease transmission, assess the health, social, and economic effects, and model the potential consequences in the larger population. These ongoing collaborative cohorts can serve as “labs” for the development of innovative solutions, including pharmaceutical as well as economic and behavioral interventions. The Rakai Community Cohort Study in Uganda (Rakai Health Sciences Program 2020), established in 1988 in response to the HIV pandemic, has been a research “lab” that produces important social and clinical innovations. If done properly, this model would save time and resources needed to establish study populations when a crisis occurs.

4. **Collect data that accurately represent the challenges facing overlooked populations.** Large-scale surveys, such as the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS 2020), are nationally representative and play an invaluable role for demographers and public health researchers alike. But national surveys are rarely able to capture the conditions and characteristics of important subgroups such as indigenous populations, migrants, racial/ethnic minorities, or gender minority groups in a specific geographic area. SARS-CoV-2 infects and kills these groups at higher rates (CDC 2020) and they often bear the biggest social and economic burden due to systematic marginalization. If surveys fail to include them, we will be perpetually ill-equipped to respond to these challenges. Similarly, urban centers are growing and becoming more complex. We will need to change the way we collect and analyze data to adequately capture the experiences of populations living in different neighborhoods within urban areas in order to advocate for more inclusive policies and interventions.

5. **Find ways to quickly and effectively communicate findings with decision-makers.** A crisis like the Covid-19 pandemic underscores how essential it is to synthesize and share evidence with decision-makers swiftly and rigorously—this entire pandemic has played out more quickly than it takes to publish most peer-reviewed papers. The peer-review process
plays an essential—although not foolproof—role in ensuring that evidence is vetted, and research methods are shared transparently. And, importantly in the midst of a crisis, the detailed methodologies shared through scientific publications allow researchers to build off one another’s work. Researchers have shared preprints of papers, and many academic journals have committed to fast-tracking the publication of Covid-19-related findings, but we also need to push ourselves to find new and innovative ways of sharing findings in real time. Populations around the world are facing numerous other challenges, including climate change, urbanization, and social unrest. There is no perfect research study, even with ample time, and taking a Bayesian approach to “updating our priors” with rapidly evolving data may be more relevant and useful in times of crisis. There is often a trade-off between speed and accuracy, and research transparency should help.

This crisis presents demographers with an opportunity to ask important questions about the future of this field. What is the role of demographers in this moment? And how can that role evolve to provide relevant real-time guidance to decision-makers? The Covid-19 pandemic has both exacerbated and shed light on deep inequalities and failures in our system. As we look to the future, many have expressed the hope that we can rethink our systems to “build back better.” In the same way, this global crisis has tested the ability of demographers to use their skills in support of better population health. We now have the opportunity to reflect on how we might strengthen our field to better respond to future crises.
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